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Abstract:
Theorizing information flows is at the heart of traditional communication theories such as the
two-step flow of communication and the concept of opinion leadership. Social media have
fundamentally altered how information reaches people. This study examines opinion leadership
in social media networks and argues that opinion leaders may no longer need to rely on
information provided by the media if they have access to first-hand information. To test this
assumption empirically, we used data from the 2015 United Nations Climate Change
Conference (COP21). Attendees of the conference had direct information about what was
happening, which they were able to share live with their followers via social media. We used
geo-located tweets to identify Twitter users who attended the COP21 summit. We then located
these users in a data set of tweets that were collected based on the main conference hashtag
(#COP21) and represent the wider social media debate on the conference. Our results, which
are based on network analysis measures and Twitter user data, show that COP21 participants
were more central actors compared to the average user in the network, and that they were more
likely to have brokering positions. They were also more involved in the debate and received
more attention from other users. We used automated content analysis to divide COP21
participants into different actor types and performed the analysis by actor group. The results
show only minor differences across the actors and support the robustness of our analysis.
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Social media have not only influenced the way we communicate; they have also challenged –
or at least required rethinking – traditional communication theories. This article makes a
theoretical and empirical contribution to our understanding of the concept of opinion leadership
and the two-step flow of communication in the social media age. In short, the two-step flow of
communication assumes that the mass media indirectly influence individuals by first reaching
opinion leaders, who then spread the information through their social networks (Lazarsfeld,
Berelson, & Gaudet, 1948). Some previous studies have suggested that the emergence of social
media has only had a limited effect on the two-step flow of communication, as those performing
the role opinion leaders in the social media environment continue to be a rather small group
that is better informed through (and redistributes information by) traditional news outlets (Wu,
Hofman, Mason, & Watts, 2011). Yet others claim that social media have reduced the influence
of opinion leaders, as media outlets are now able to target their audience more directly rather
than having to rely on opinion leaders (Bennett & Manheim, 2006). This study argues that there
is a third option: Under certain circumstances, people might be able to become opinion leaders
on social media without having previously been exposed to news media content. They must
have access to first-hand information that they can share within their networks and which gives
them a structural advantage to become opinion leaders in the debate. This study therefore asks:
Is there a relationship between access to first-hand information and opinion leadership in
social media networks?
The concept of opinion leadership has evolved over time, has been treated in diverse
ways both theoretically and methodologically (see Weimann, 2016), and is a concept that is
difficult to operationalize (Noelle-Neumann, 1999). Few studies have been able to measure
opinion leaders’ actual influence in shaping the opinions of others. Instead, studies have often
relied on survey measures that assess self-perceived levels of personal influence and certain
personality traits (e.g., Lazarsfeld, Berelson, & Gaudet, 1948; Schäfer & Taddicken, 2015;
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Song, Cho, & Kim, 2017; Weimann, Tustin, van Vuuren, & Joubert, 2007). Lazarsfeld et al.’s
(1948) traditional theory of opinion leadership, however, focused on “how information and
ideas are disseminated through both mass media and networks of interpersonal communication”
(Weimann et al., 2007, p. 175). The dissemination of information remains an important criterion
in more recent definitions (e.g., Burt, 1999). Following these approaches, this study focuses on
the flow of information as an indicator of opinion leadership. By providing information to their
“followers”, opinion leaders exercise influence (Weimann et al., 2007, p. 174).
Opinion leadership is related to a specific area of expertise (Shoham & Ruvio, 2008),
which can range from political affairs to finance, to everyday matters such as fashion, to
scientific issues (Schäfer & Taddicken, 2015). We focus on climate change, particularly the
2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP21). The Paris Agreement – the
outcome of the summit – was signed by 174 states and aims to reduce climate change by holding
the increase in the global average temperature below 2°C. Conference attendees had direct
information about what was happening at the summit, and conference venue in particular, which
they were able to share live with their followers via social media. We used geo-located tweets
to identify Twitter users who attended the summit and located them in a data set consisting of
tweets collected based on the main conference hashtag (#COP21), which represents the wider
social media debate on the conference. Our results suggest that access to the conference venue
and to direct information played a crucial role in becoming an opinion leader on social media.

1. Opinion leadership in the social media age
This study argues that social media, under certain circumstances, give users the opportunity to
become opinion leaders in the wider online debate. The idea of the “two-step flow of
communication” (Katz, 1957; Lazarsfeld, Berelson, & Gaudet, 1948) provides a good starting
point for such a consideration. As discussed above, according to this notion the mass media
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first reach “opinion leaders,” who then spread information to their followers (Lazarsfeld et al.,
1948) by circulating and reinforcing the media’s messages (Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1966, p. 82),
thus fulfilling a central role in social networks. Follow-up studies have found that this is a
multistep process (Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955) in which followers spread information from
opinion leaders though their own networks.
Previous research suggests that opinion leaders do not necessarily hold positions of
power and/or prestige, but their area of expertise (Katz, 1957, p. 73) allows them to provide
their followers with information and advice (Weimann, 2016, p. 909). Others argue that an
opinion leader’s position in a social network is more important than their personal
characteristics (Burt, 1999; Roch, 2005). They are bridging structural holes and thereby occupy
distinct positions, which provide them with a structural advantage over others in controlling the
spread of information. From this perspective, opinion leaders are not the frontrunners or centers
of particular social groups; instead, they are “opinion brokers” (Burt, 1999) who operate at the
edge of networks to convey information across different groups. Recent definitions of opinion
leadership particularly stress the importance of the diffusion of information (Kavanaugh et al.,
2007; Weimann, 1994).
The internet, and new media in particular, have significantly altered communication
processes and impacted traditional communication theories, such as the two-step flow of
communication. As the number of news outlets and other information sources has grown, some
have argued that opinion leadership has become even more important by helping people
orientate themselves (van der Merwe & van Heerden, 2009). But the internet has also affected
how opinion leaders reach out to their followers: “Since the new media combine mass and
personal channels, direct and indirect formats, and formal and intimate communication, the new
opinion leaders no longer rely on personal acquaintance, direct communication, and intimate
contact” (Weimann, 2016, p. 915). Instead, they can use a number of different means to make
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their voices heard. Social media, and Twitter in particular, play an important role in
disseminating information and interacting with others. Another important change has affected
the way that information reaches opinion leaders in the first place. Opinion leaders no longer
have to rely exclusively on the mass media, but can use other sources to obtain information
(Weimann, 2016). Studies show that opinion leaders on Twitter do not depend more on
traditional or online media content than other users (Park, 2013).
Yet, extant research suggests that new media have only a limited impact on the two-step
flow of communication. Wu et al. (2011), for example, showed that information provided via
the mass media also plays an important role on Twitter; they concluded that their results were
broadly consistent with the original idea of the two-step flow, as about half of the information
that comes from the media is diffused via opinion leaders and hence reaches people indirectly
(for a similar argument see also Cha, Benevenuto, Haddadi, & Gummadi, 2012). Others argue
that communication practices have changed so significantly that we are now observing a onestep flow of communication as media outlets are able to use modern communication
technologies to target their audience directly, rather than having to rely on opinion leaders to
spread information (Bennett & Manheim, 2006). Hence, the importance of opinion leaders
seems to be decreasing.
Previous studies have largely overlooked a potential third option, in which opinion
leaders no longer need to rely on information provided by the media, but directly distribute
information themselves. This would require opinion leaders to possess first-hand information,
and here opportunity structures play an important role. For many people, social media are an
important source of information (e.g., Westerman, Spence, & Van Der Heide, 2014). In the
online environment, disseminating information also comes at a low cost and can foster diffusion
dynamics (Bakshy et al., 2012). Studies on digital media and political participation, for
example, have shown that users who were present during protest events have central roles in
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online networks (Barberá et al., 2015). It is those users present at the protests who initiate the
spread information from the center of the network to the periphery, keeping those absent from
the ground informed about the latest developments (Barberá et al., 2015, p. 6). Protest
participants are especially important at the initial phase of a protest (González-Bailón, BorgeHolthoefer, & Moreno, 2013), but peripheral users and accounts of celebrities (i.e., users with
high number of followers) also play an important role in expanding the reach of their messages
(Barberá et al., 2015; González-Bailón et al. 2013). Other cases where updates on recent events
and breaking news are shared by users who do not belong to the category of journalists or
traditional media outlets include for example people witnessing natural disasters or wars, or
scientists present at a scientific breakthrough. During these types of events, laypeople are often
faster at initiating information flows, perhaps “because they share information more liberally
than organizations, spreading information before it has been vetted or verified” (Lotan et al.,
2011, p. 1398).
Existing research points to the important role of geographic proximity for opinion
leadership on social media, but has seen it as an indicator of a user’s involvement in certain
political issues rather than as a measure of access to information (Xu, Sang, Blasiola, & Park,
2014). On social media, other users might also see the proximity to an event as a heuristic for
the credibility of a source (Lotan et al., 2011, p. 1399), which is likely to affect a user’s
influence in the debate, but we still lack empirical evidence regarding whether access to direct
information affects opinion leadership.

2. Stakeholders in climate change communication and their social media use
As opinion leadership is related to a specific area of expertise (Shoham & Ruvio, 2008), we
narrow our analysis to a specific policy area. We chose climate change for various reasons: It
is one of the most important and polarized issues of our time, it gets high levels of media
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attention, and opinion leaders play an important role (Nisbet & Kotcher, 2009) – this also
applies to climate change debates on social media (Williams, McMurray, Kurz, & Hugo
Lambert, 2015). Specifically, we focus on an international climate change summit. Participants
who are physically present at the venue have first-hand information on what is happening and
being decided at the conference. They can share information directly via social media and also
provide their opinions to their followers. But more importantly, actors from various fields are
participating. In this way, we can at the same time account for different societal statuses of
opinion leaders that might impact the extent to which they can become opinion leaders in the
debate.
One of the most recent and decisive summits was the COP21, which took place in 2015
in Paris. According to official statistics, more than 30,000 people participated in the event
(United Nations, 2015). With a share above 60%, representatives on behalf of a country
(“party”) made up the largest segment of participants. Representatives of the parties are mainly
head of states, ministers, members of parliament, and scientific experts, but can also include
journalists or representatives of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) or companies.
Observer organizations play likewise an important role in the negotiations. Despite not having
formal decision-making powers, they can indirectly shape the position of the parties, e.g.,
through lobbying efforts. Observer organizations divide into delegates from the United Nations,
specialized agencies, intergovernmental organizations, and NGOs. They jointly make up nearly
30% of the participants, most of them being sent by NGOs. Finally, journalists covering the
summit make up a little less than 10% of the participants.
Thus, we can differentiate between five broader types of actors that have a stake in the
climate change negotiations: political, scientific, civil society, economic and journalists. In the
following, we discuss their roles in the climate change debate as well as their incentives to use
social media in more detail.
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Political actors from the national and international levels play a crucial role in climate
change negotiations and in the wider public debate on climate change. Tackling climate change
and limiting global warming requires implementing measures at the national and international
levels, and climate governance has been shaped by an unprecedented number of negotiations
(Harris, 2011, p. 639). Social media platforms are widely used and are becoming increasingly
important among political actors for three reasons (Grant, Moon, & Grant, 2010; Gulati &
Williams, 2010). First, social media allow politicians to bypass traditional gatekeepers, such as
journalists; US politicians have been shown to use Twitter primarily for broadcasting and
sharing information (Golbeck, Grimes, & Rogers, 2010; Graham, Broersma, Hazelhoff, & van
't Haar, 2013), often before it is officially reported by traditional media. Second, social media
serve as a means of self-promotion (Graham, Broersma, Hazelhoff, & van 't Haar, 2013;
Jackson & Lilleker, 2011), allowing politicians to broadcast personal information and activities.
Third, social media enable direct communication between politicians and citizens. Past research
has largely focused on social media use during elections and political campaigns (e.g., Nulty,
Theocharis, Popa, Parnet, & Benoit, 2016; for an overview see: Jungherr, 2014); little is known
about how politicians use Twitter during other periods (for an exception see Larsson, 2014).
Scientific evidence has been at the heart of the climate change debate and international
climate change negotiations (Storch, Bunde, & Steher, 2011; Weart, 2011). Compared to other
research areas, climate change is a field “where facts are uncertain, values in dispute, stakes
high and decisions urgent” (Funtowicz & Ravetz, 1993, p. 744). In such a situation, scientists
are expected to engage more actively in public discussions by managing the uncertainties that
come with their findings, being transparent about the value questions involved, and formulating
policy advice. Hence, more so than in other scientific fields, climate scientists have incentives
to get involved and influence public debates (see also Walter, De Silva-Schmidt, Brüggemann,
2017).
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Social media use, and Twitter in particular, has become part of many scientists’
professional lives (van Noorden, 2014). One of the main reasons for scientists to engage in
online communication on climate change is to provide information to the public. Social media
platforms allow them to communicate their research quickly, easily, and efficiently to a large
audience (van Eperen & Marincola, 2011). They also facilitate discussions with their peers, as
scientists can comment on their own and others’ research (van Noorden, 2014); many scientists
tweet live from conferences (Darling, Shiffman, Cȏté, & Drew, 2013; Shiffman, 2012).
Moreover, the visibility of scholarly work on social media is seen as a measure of the social
impact of (and the amount of public attention paid to) scientific work (Eysenbach, 2011).
Social movements and civil society organizations play an important role in shaping
public debates and raising awareness, including during climate change negotiations (Jamison,
2010). Civil society actors regularly organize protests to coincide with international conferences
on climate change (Lipschutz & McKendry, 2011; Segerberg & Bennett, 2011). In addition, as
representatives of NGOs have specialized knowledge, politicians turn to them for advice and
thereby give civil society organizations the opportunity to influence the decision-making
process (Betsill & Corell, 2008). During climate change summits, some NGO representatives
have access to parts of the proceedings that are not open to the media; they therefore serve as
important sources of information (Wozniak, Wessler, & Lück, 2017, p. 1436) both during
summits and beyond (Powers, 2015). Civil society organizations can be considered “the
champions of online climate communication” (Schäfer, 2012, p. 130). Many NGOs have scarce
resources, and new media channels can inexpensively reach a broad audience. Civil society
actors frequently use social media for public relations (Curtis et al., 2010) and fundraising
purposes, to facilitate interactions with journalists and the public (Seo, Kim, & Yang, 2009,
p. 124), and to mobilize and organize collective action (Bennett & Segerberg, 2012; Bimber,
Flanagin, & Stohl, 2012; Sajuria, vanHeerde-Hudson, Hudson, Dasandi, & Theocharis, 2015).
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Climate change and related policies are also important issues for economic actors, who
have an incentive to influence the public debate, as government regulations could impact their
businesses. The automobile industry, for example, had to respond to government regulations
on reducing emissions (Levy & Rothenberg, 2002). Some industries, such as fossil fuels, have
an interest in maintaining the status quo of high levels of carbon dioxide emissions. Their
strategy has involved participating in the public debate on climate change science.
Research on companies’ social media use has primarily focused on public relations (e.g.,
Macnamara & Zerfass, 2012). Rybalko and Seltzer (2010) examined the Twitter use of a
random sample of the largest US corporations, and found that companies engage in discussions
and dialogue by tweeting questions or responding directly to other users. Twitter is also used
to disseminate information, such as links to news releases, speeches, policies, and industry
news. Yet very little is known about the role of economic actors in climate change
communication on social media.
Finally, journalists and media organizations fulfill a crucial task in climate change
communication. They influence public opinion on climate change (Corbett & Durfee, 2004;
Hart, 2011) by making information available and by reporting different points of view raised in
the debate. For example, by reporting on the scientific evidence of climate change, journalists
can help raise public awareness of the issue. They serve as “key mediators between the sphere
of science and the public sphere” (Brüggemann & Engesser, 2014, p. 400).
Social media platforms are becoming more important for journalistic work, and the vast
majority of individual journalists and news organizations use social media (Cision, 2011) to
disseminate information (Armstrong & Gao, 2010, p. 219). Particularly during times of crisis,
social media (and Twitter in particular) have been important tools for reporting breaking news
(Vis, 2013). Journalists also frequently use social media to promote their news stories by
sharing links to news published by their organization (Lasorsa, Lewis, & Holton, 2012). Social
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media also help journalists research their stories (Ausserhofer & Maireder, 2013; Cision, 2015).
A comparative survey revealed that approximately half of the journalists in the sample believed
they would no longer be able to carry out their work without social media (Cision, 2015).
Finally, social media platforms connect journalists with their audience (Broersma & Graham,
2013).
In short, a number of diverse actors are involved in the field of climate communication;
each has different stakes and incentives to communicate their point of view to the wider public.
While all five groups widely use social media, we do not know whether participation in climate
summits and access to first-hand information gives them an equal opportunity to become
opinion leaders in the climate change debate on social media.

3. Hypotheses
According to Huffaker (2010) and Bakshy, Hofman, Mason, and Watts (2011), opinion leaders
in social media networks are able to trigger feedback, spark conversations, and have a
disproportionate impact on the spread of information. Huffaker (2010, p. 594) furthermore
specifies that “online leaders are those who can set agendas by causing or facilitating dialog
focused on a particular topic.” We derived various hypotheses in order to test whether access
to first-hand information gives conference participants an advantageous position in social media
networks.
Research is divided over whether opinion leaders are those who (1) have a central
position in a network (e.g., Weimann, 1994) or (2) occupy brokering positions and thereby
connect different groups within a network (Burt, 1999). Therefore there are two ways in which
COP21 conference participants could become opinion leaders:
H1: Participants of the COP21 summit have more central positions than the average user in
the network.
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H2: Participants of the COP21 summit are more likely to be brokers than the average user in
the network.

Another way to identify opinion leaders is related to their communication behavior. Opinion
leaders are more involved in a particular issue (cf. Roch, 2005, Xu et. al, 2014), and engage to
a greater extent in formal and informal personal communication with others about the topic of
interest (Weimann et al., 2007, p. 176). In the social media sphere, the number of messages a
user sends can be seen as an indication of their involvement. Hence, our assumption is:

H3: Participants of the COP21 summit send more messages than the average user.

A characteristic of opinion leaders included in the definition above is that they ought to have a
disproportional impact on the spread of information (Huffaker, 2010). In the social media
sphere, the number of shares that a post by a certain user receives can signal the user’s influence
in the debate (Ausserhofer & Maireder, 2013; Ghosh & Lerman, 2010). Our expectation is:
H4: The posts of participants of the COP21 summit are shared more often than posts of the
average user.

To address potential endogeneity concerns, we must determine that the participants of the
COP21 conference were not previously opinion leaders, and that it was their access to firsthand information that elevated them to this status. Here, past research suggests that influential
social media users have a high number of followers (Bakshy et al., 2011). If the participants
were not opinion leaders prior to the summit, then we would expect that:
H5: The number of followers of COP21 participants is not higher than that of the average user.

4. Data and samples
Observation can be considered “the most accurate” way (Weimann, 2016, p. 911) to identify
opinion leaders. Analysis of social media data has the advantage that network structures are
easily observable, and researchers do not need to rely on surveys and self-reported measures.
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Twitter in particular has been identified as a promising source for observing how information
spreads via (online) networks (Bakshy et al., 2011), since users share information with their
followers. Debates on Twitter are about current events, and it is relatively widely used by the
stakeholders in climate change communication. Twitter allows the collection of tweets through
its public API, and provides metadata such as user information (e.g. the number of followers),
which is crucial for the purpose of this study. The following section describes the datagenerating process and the sample in more detail.
Twitter users can make their geo-location visible in their privacy settings. While few
users do so (Graham, Hale, & Gaffney, 2014; Kirilenko & Stepchenkova, 2014), the existence
of this feature is crucial for this study. Previous research has shown that it is difficult to infer
based on tweets whether or not a user attended an event (Ross et al., 2011, p. 223). Geo-location
is a convenient indicator for attendance, so we assume that people who were present at the
conference venue also participated in the summit. For a period of two weeks during the COP21
(30 November 2015 to 12 December 2015), we gathered geo-located tweets covering the area
of the conference venue using the streamR package for R (Barberá, 2014), hence capturing
tweets of people who were present at the summit. We created a subset of tweets including the
conference-related Twitter handle #COP21, a further verification that we captured tweets of
conference participants (as opposed to people who happened to be at the spot incidentally). We
ended up with 1,765 tweets and were able to identify 418 unique users in what we will
henceforth refer to as the “geo-location data set.”
To classify the users according to the five stakeholder types described above, we relied
on information provided in the users’ description in their Twitter profiles. We extracted their
self-declared professions and classified them using automated content analysis2, specifically a

2

We used automated coding for this rather small number of cases because this study is part of a larger project
looking at actors involved in the climate change debate on Twitter.
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dictionary method using the “quanteda” R package (Benoit et al. 2016). We compared the
automated coding with a manual coding of a random subsample and gained highly reliable
results (Krippendorff’s alpha = 0.90). Users whose description could not automatically be
classified as belonging to any of the five categories were coded manually. Often, the
information that was provided turned out to be “not useful” for classifying a user’s professional
affiliation (e.g., “I am a free spirit”), which was included as an additional category, and a small
number of users provided no information and were thus coded as “missing values”. Where users
provided information about their profession that did not fit any of the categories above (e.g.,
artist), we classified them as “other specific actors”.
Since we are interested in examining whether users who were physically present played
a leading role in the wider debate, the analysis draws on a second data set of tweets collected
based on the conference-related Twitter handle (#COP21). We refer to this data set as the
“#COP21 data set”. This data set includes 711,044 tweets3 sent by 256,710 unique users. We
employed the usernames found in the geo-location data set, to identify these same users in the
#COP21 data set. We were able to match all but 30 of those users. In the #COP21 data set,
conference participants (i.e. those who were present in both data sets) were then compared to
the average user in the same data set.

5. Measures
The empirical analysis draws on user data included in Twitter profiles and network analysis
measures. For the network analysis, we used the igraph package for R (Csardi & Nepusz, 2006).
To determine whether participants of the COP21 summit have more central positions in the
network than the average user (H1), we use network centrality measures. Degree centrality
measures the extent to which a node (here a Twitter user) is connected to all other nodes by

3

After the removal of duplicates.
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calculating the number of ties it has in the network (Borgatti, Everett, & Johnson, 2013; Knoke
& Yang, 2008). Network centrality is further divided into in-degree and out-degree centrality.
In-degree centrality measures the number of incoming ties, i.e., the number of users that
mentions a certain user. Out-degree centrality, however, measures the number of outgoing ties,
i.e., the number of other users that a certain user mentions in their tweets. Another indicator of
a user’s centrality within a network is closeness centrality, which estimates how close a user is
to all other users in the network. It is a measure for how efficient a node can spread information
to the other nodes of the network. The closeness centrality of a node is calculated as the inverse
of the average length of the shortest paths to/from all the other nodes.
To study H2 (whether opinion leaders are brokers), we measure betweenness centrality
(Huffaker, 2010) – how often a given user falls along the shortest path between two other users
(Borgatti et al., 2013, p. 174). For example, in the Twitter context, a user with high betweenness
centrality has the ability to broker information between two users who do not follow each other.
To analyze whether conference participants sent more messages than average users (H3), we
calculated the number of tweets sent by each user. Similarly, to determine whether the tweets
of summit participants were shared more often (H4), we took the number of retweets into
account. The number of retweets was measured by calculating how many times the tweet of a
given user was shared by others in the data set by extracting the user name that followed after
“RT” or “via” from the text of a tweet using regular expressions. To verify that the participants
were not previously considered opinion leaders but that it was the first-hand information they
gathered as summit participants that raised their profile (H5), we take their average number of
followers (at the time of the tweet posting) into account.

6. Results
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This study uses the 2015 UN climate change conference to analyze whether there is a
relationship between access to first-hand information and opinion leadership in social media
networks. Figure 1 shows the share of users who were present at (and tweeted from) the
conference venue by actor type. The largest group consists of civil society actors (24%),
followed by economic actors (15%), scientists (13%), political actors (13%), and journalists
(12%). A further 5% of users were classified “other specific actors.” About 11% of users did
not provide any information that could be used to infer their profession (“not useful”), while
6% provided no details in their user description (“missing value”).

Figure 1: Users in geo-location data set by actor type4

Note: N = 418

In order to examine the level of influence of summit participants in the wider debate, we located
the users from the geo-located sample in the #COP21 data set. To test whether participants of
the COP21 summit occupied more central positions in the network than the average user (H1),

4

The results presented in Figures 1-4 are also significant at the p<0.000 level, if bivariate linear regressions are
used instead of t-tests, while the results shown in Figure 5 remain insignificant in the regression model.
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we use conventional centrality measures from network analysis. Figure 2 shows the centrality
measures comparatively for the “average user” in the network and for COP21 conference
“participants.” The average user has a degree centrality of 5, meaning that users are typically
connected with five other users in the network. The degree centrality of users who participated
in the summit varies significantly and is nearly ten times higher than the average (48). We also
observe strong differences in the in-degree and out-degree centrality, which is approximately 2
and 3 for the average user and 33 and 15 for conference participants. This indicates that Twitter
users who attended the COP21 conference engaged in more discussions with other users, and
received more attention from others in the network. Closeness is another centrality measure that
takes into account how close a user is to all other users in the network, which likewise differs
significantly between two groups and is higher for conference participants (Figure 3). The
results therefore support our first hypothesis that conference participants have a more central
position in the network.

Figure 2: Degree centrality measures for average user and COP21 participants
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Note: N = 257710, degree t= -6.35, p<0.000; in-degree t= --4.65, p<0.000; out-degree t= -8.98, p<0.000.

Others have argued that opinion leaders are bridging structural holes and thereby occupy
distinctive positions in a network, which give them a structural advantage over others (Burt,
1999). Rather than being more central actors, opinion leaders might be brokers, connecting
different groups (H2). We use betweenness centrality to measure brokerage and the extent to
which a user can influence the diffusion of information in a network (Huffaker, 2010). Figure
4 illustrates that betweenness centrality is significantly higher for COP21 conference
participants compared to the average user in the network. We can therefore conclude that
Twitter users who were present at the conference venue played a more important role as
information brokers in the network, which is in line with H2.

Figure 3: Closeness centrality for average user and COP21 participants
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Note: N = 257710, t= -5.76, p<0.000.

Figure 4: Betweenness centrality for average user and COP21 participants

Note: N = 257710, t= -5.93, p<0.000.

Our analysis of out-degree centrality has already established that participants are
mentioning more users in their tweets, but this does not automatically mean they are also
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sending more tweets (as tweets might not include @-mentions). Opinion leaders ought to be
more involved in the issue than others (cf. Roch, 2005), and we took the number of tweets sent
by a user as an indication of involvement in the debate.

Figure 5: Tweets and retweets for average user and COP21 participants

Note: N = 257710, tweets t= -7.95, p<0.000; retweets t= -4.38, p<0.000.

Our hypothesis that participants sent more tweets compared to the average user in the network
(H3) is likewise confirmed. While the average user only sent 3 messages, conference
participants sent, on average, 16 tweets (Figure 5, left column). Yet, are their tweets more
influential than those of the average user (H4)? This question can be addressed by looking at
the average number of retweets. In line with our expectation, the results show that tweets by
COP21 attendees were shared significantly more often than those of the average user (Figure
5, right column).
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Finally, H5 addresses the issue of endogeneity: Are COP21 participants more influential
users in the network because they have direct information about the events happening at the
summit, or because they are generally more popular than the average Twitter user? We used
the number of followers to indicate the general popularity of a Twitter user.

Figure 6: Average number of followers for average user and COP21 participants

Note: N = 257710, t= -1.63, p= 0.105.

COP21 participants have 3,499 followers, which is below the average of 5,023 (Figure 6), but
the difference is non-significant. Hence, it can be concluded that the participants did not have
more followers than the average user, which confirms H5 and supports the assumption that it is
the access to first-hand information that contributes to their accentuated role in the debate on
the COP21 conference on Twitter.
The question is whether these results differ across actors. Here, we only focus on the
five dominant actor types in the climate change debate and exclude users with other professions
as well as those that did not provide any (useful) information about their profession in their
Twitter profiles. Table 1 shows that the degree centrality of civil society, economic actors,
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journalists, and scientists is relatively similar and varies between 37 and 43. Only political
actors are an outlier, with a degree of 118. This can be explained by a much higher in-degree
centrality of political actors: Compared to other actor types, they receive much more attention
from other users in the network, which may indicate that they are considered more influential.
In line with this finding, other studies have shown that Twitter users with high centrality
measures tend to be politicians who can arguably provide authoritative information on political
issues (Dubois & Gaffney, 2014). Another interesting finding is that journalists have the lowest
out-degree. This suggests that they are more focused on broadcasting news, rather than
engaging in discussion with other users. Nevertheless, the values for the in-, out-, and overall
degree differ significantly for all actor types from the average user. With the exception of
economic actors and journalists, also closeness centrality differs significantly for the different
actor types. This overall supports the robustness of our results regarding the first hypothesis.
The analysis also support our second hypothesis: Betweenness centrality – a measure for
brokerage – is significantly higher for all actor groups compared to the average user.

Table 1: Degree centrality measures, betweenness centrality, number of tweets, retweets, and
followers by actor type
Civil society
actor
40.10***

Economic
actor
36.73***

39.93***

Political
actor
117.63*

In-degree

21.00***

22.27*

20.98**

99.10*

32.54**

Out-degree

19.10***

14.47***

18.94***

18.53***

10.10***

Closeness

1.18e-10***

1.15e-10

1.18e-10*

1.20e-10***

1.15e-10

1752758.60**

1377851.90**

2598719.50*

3828251.5**

1866227.00**

Number of tweets

20.52**

13.44***

20.00***

20.96***

15.49***

Number of retweets

13.41***

14.59**

17.70**

73.63*

25.63***

Number of followers

2608.09*

1866.30***

1170.45***

10122.43

3506.94

Degree

Betweenness

Scientist

Journalist
42.65***

Note: Stars indicate that the value differs significantly from the average based on a t-test (*p<0.05;
**p<0.01; ***p<0.000). The t-test results can be found in the Appendix. The values for the remaining
actor types were respectively set as missing values when the t-test was carried out.
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Concerning the number of tweets sent we find minor differences: Economic actors and
journalists tweet somewhat less often than other COP21 participants. Yet, the number of tweets
for all groups differs significantly from the average user in the network (H3). Likewise, all actor
types are significantly above average in terms of the number of retweets (H4). It is again
political actors who receive the highest number of retweets, arguably indicating that people
attribute more importance to their messages. We find the most pronounced difference between
political actors and other groups in the number of followers. Political actors have more than
10,000 followers, which is higher than the average, but the difference is non-significant. In
contrast, civil society, economic actors, and scientists have significantly less followers than the
average, while no significant difference is found for journalists. This confirms that also when
looking at the actor groups separately, the number of followers of COP21 participants is not
higher than that of the average user (H5).
In sum, the analysis by actor type has shown the robustness of the results, suggesting
that access to first-hand information enables all types of participants – politicians, scientists,
journalist, economic and civil society actors – to become opinion leaders, in the sense that they
are more influential in the Twitter debate than the average user.

7

Conclusion

This paper examined whether access to first-hand information constitutes a structural advantage
that enables people to become opinion leaders in the wider social media debate. We focused on
the 2015 COP21 climate summit, as opinion leadership is related to a specific area of expertise
(Shoham & Ruvio, 2008). Climate change is an important political issue that requires
transnational decision-making and hence fosters a global debate. It furthermore involves
stakeholders from different societal fields that are also participating in the climate conferences:
Political, scientific, civil society, media, and economic actors. This paper argued that as
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participants of an international summit, these actors have first-hand information about what is
happening at the conference that they can share online, which gives them the opportunity to
become opinion leaders in the social media debate.
To test this assumption empirically, we collected geo-located tweets sent from the
conference venue to identify participants of the COP21 conference and used automated content
analysis of their user descriptions to allocate them to one of five actor groups. We then identified
those users in the Twitter network based on the main conference Twitter hashtag (#COP21) and
compared their impact to that of the average user. Using network analysis measures, our results
showed that participants of the COP21 summit are more central than the average user in the
network. Participants engaged more in discussions with other users (out-degree), and were
addressed more often by others (in-degree) and were closer to all other users in the network
(closeness centrality). At the same time, an analysis of betweenness centrality showed that
participants were more likely to be brokers in the network than the average user, meaning that
they were connecting different groups. This provides them with a structural advantage and the
opportunity to influence the diffusion of information in a network (Huffaker, 2010).
We used the number of tweets sent by a user to measure another indicator of opinion
leadership – greater involvement in the debate (Roch, 2005; Weimann, Tustin, van Vuuren, &
Joubert, 2007). Since opinion leaders ought to have a disproportionate impact on the spread of
information (Huffaker, 2010), we took the average number of retweets into account. COP21
attendees tweeted more and got more retweets than the average user in the network. One could
argue that summit participants might have already been influential users in the debate before
the conference, and more popular than the average user. However, we did not find any
significant differences in the number of followers of the COP21 participants and the average
Twitter user.
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Linking back to the theory of the two-step flow of communication and information flows
on social media, our analysis showed that participation in the COP21 summit enabled attendees
to become highly influential in shaping the public debate on Twitter. We argue that this is
because they had first-hand information about what was happening at the COP21 summit,
which they shared with their networks. They were able to overcome the traditional paradigm of
the two-step flow of communication, in which information first spreads via the media to opinion
leaders, who then influence the wider public. Social media platforms such as Twitter give
opinion leaders the opportunity to directly share information with their networks. Their
followers can then spread the information further, i.e., by retweeting it. However, a two-step or
even multi-step flow in this manner requires first-hand information: Physical presence at the
climate summit provided this access and offered the opportunity to become an issue-specific
opinion leader.
Yet our results also showed that there are differences between the different types of
actors that participated in the conference. Political actors better match the definition of opinion
leaders: They spark conversations and trigger feedback by sending a large number of tweets
and being frequently mentioned by other users. They had a significant impact on the debate, as
their messages received the most retweets among the different actor groups. Civil society actors
and scientists likewise aimed to spark conversation by sending a large number of tweets, but
their impact in the debate was lower as they received fewer retweets and mentions by other
users. It is likely that political actors after all benefit from their high numbers of followers,
suggesting that there might be limits to the extent to which first-hand information alone can
facilitate opinion leadership. Another explanation is that political actors are ultimately
responsible for the outcome of the summit (while scientists and civil society actors provide their
input and journalists report on the events) and other users therefore view them as the most
important source of information. Future research should investigate this process in the context
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of different events in order to further develop the theory of opinion leadership and multi-step
flow of information, taking into account the situation in which certain actors have exclusive
access to information.
A limitation of our study is that we are unable to measure the direct effect that opinion
leaders have on the opinions of others by disseminating information online. The study
furthermore relies on Twitter users’ geo-location, which requires that they activate the function;
based on previous research, we know that only a limited number of users do so (e.g., Graham,
Hale, & Gaffney, 2014). Yet, user data based on geo-location was a necessary requirement for
this study as it was used to indicate conference attendance. Since the study is based on crosssectional data, we are unable to draw any conclusions about the sustainability of participants’
opinion leadership. Even though past research noted that opinion leaders are influential at
certain times but not others (Katz, 1957), it would be of interest to examine whether people
who became opinion leaders due to access to first-hand information are able to maintain an
important role in the debate.
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Appendix: T-test results

Degree
In-degree

Civil society
actor
t=-5.64
p=0.000
t=-5.89
p=0.000

Economic
actor
t=-3.53
p=0.000
t=-2.35
p=0.021

Scientist
t=-4.32
p=0.000
t=-3.26
p=0.001

Political
actor
t=-2.53
p=0.014
t=-2.20
p=0.032

Journalist
t=-4.05
p=0.000
t=-3.49
p=0.001
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Out-degree
Closeness
Betweenness
Number of tweets
Number of retweets
Number of followers

t=-3.44
p=0.000
t=-5.50
p=0.000
t=-2.83
p=0.005
t=-2.86
p=0.005
t=-5.11
p=0.000
t=2.07
p=0.041

t=-6.29
p=0.000
t=-1.01
p=0.317
t=-3.01
p=0.003
t=-5.70
p=0.000
t=-2.92
p=0.004
t=4.10
p=0.000

t=-5.02
p=0.000
t=-2.41
p=0.019
t=-2.37
p=0.021
t=-4.72
p=0.000
t=-2.84
p=0.006
t=9.71
p=0.000

t=-6.78
p=0.000
t=-4.07
p=0.000
t=-3.06
p=0.003
t=-6.63
p=0.000
t=-2.10
p=0.040
t=-0.85
p=0.399

t=-5.17
p=0.000
t=-1.05
p=0.300
t=-2.93
p=0.005
t=-5.17
p=0.000
t=-3.80
p=0.000
t=1.69
p=0.096

